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bstract

nalytical modeling of thermal and mechanical response is a fundamental step in the design process for ultra-high-temperature ceramic components,
uch as nose tips and wing leading edges for hypersonic applications. The purpose of the analyses is to understand the response of test articles
o high-enthalpy flows in ground tests and to predict component performance in particular flight environments. Performing these analyses and

valuating the results require comprehensive and accurate physical, thermal, and mechanical properties. In this paper, we explain the nature of the
nalyses, highlight the essential material properties that are required and why they are important, and describe the impact of property accuracy and
ncertainty on the design process.

2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Certain characteristics of ultra-high-temperature ceramic
UHTC) materials containing transition metal borides and car-
ides give them a potential advantage over more traditional
aterials for use in hypersonic applications. In particular,

afnium and zirconium diborides and carbides, as well as their
xides, hafnia and zirconia, have extremely high melting points,
ll in excess of 2500 ◦C (4530 ◦F).1 While HfC and ZrC have
igher melting points than HfB2 and ZrB2, the diborides have
ubstantially higher thermal conductivities than the carbides.2,3

his combination of high-temperature capability and high ther-
al conductivity makes HfB2 and ZrB2 particularly attractive

or use in sharp wing leading edges (WLEs) and nose tips.4

n practice, the high-temperature oxidation resistance of pure
iboride materials is not sufficient for aerothermal flight environ-
ents. The best oxidation performance is found for monolithic
aterials hot-pressed from mixtures of ceramic powders con-

aining a silica former as a minor component.5,6 The most

ommon compositions typically contain 10–30 vol.% SiC,7–12

lthough other silica formers like MoSi2 and TaSi2 have also
een investigated.13–16

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 650 859 2667; fax: +1 650 859 6196.
E-mail address: jochen.marschall@sri.com (J. Marschall).
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al properties

The design of high-performance hypersonic vehicles gener-
lly involves relatively sharp nose tips and WLEs. (An arcjet
odel of a concept UHTC WLE section is shown in Fig. 1.)
hile not an achievable design in practice, in the context of

upersonic flow theory, a “sharp” leading edge is one with zero
adius of curvature. In a practical design context, “sharp” usually
efers to a leading-edge radius that is much smaller than the nose,
ing, or vehicle length scale, while “blunt” implies the converse.
Sharp leading edges help reduce the vehicle’s drag, enhance

aneuverability and performance, and also improve safety due
o an increased cross-range capability.17 The WLE of the Space
huttle orbiter has a radius of approximately 10 cm at the tip,
hile design concepts for some hypersonic maneuvering vehi-

les, such as the one under development in Defense Advanced
esearch Projects Agency (DARPA)’s Falcon program, have

eading-edge radii on the order of millimeters. The challenge
ith sharp WLE designs is that the convective heating to the

urface, and hence the surface temperature, increases as the
LE radius decreases. The surface temperature on the stagna-

ion region of such sharp leading edges can potentially exceed
000 ◦C (3632 ◦F). Few materials can survive extended periods
t these temperatures and retain their dimensional and structural

ntegrity in an aggressive oxidizing flow environment.

The performance advantage of diboride-based UHTC mate-
ials comes not only from their high-temperature capability, but
lso from their high thermal conductivity. Convective energy

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jeurceramsoc.2010.01.026
mailto:jochen.marschall@sri.com
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jeurceramsoc.2010.01.026
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cal composition gradients normal to the surface. The gas flow
is decelerated at the stagnation point, forming a thin boundary
layer and a local subsonic region. The boundary layer thickens
as the flow is redirected and accelerates around the WLE or nose
Fig. 1. UHTC wing leading-edge arcjet model.

hat enters the surface near the stagnation region is conducted
way to cooler regions of the leading edge, where it can be radi-
ted back to the environment (Fig. 2). The higher the thermal
onductivity of the leading-edge material, the more efficient this
rocess becomes.18 The UHTC leading edge then behaves much
ike a passive heat pipe, to move energy through, and eventually
ut of, the system.

The hypersonic applications of UHTC materials involve
omplex interactions between the material and the aerothermo-
ynamic environment. Although most designers would choose
o build concept vehicles and conduct flight tests in relevant envi-
onments, such testing opportunities are rare, often impractical,
nd always very expensive. Consequently, the design pro-
ess for UHTC components for hypersonic vehicles is heavily
ependent on computational methods and ground-based test-
ng. Analytical performance predictions and the interpretation
f ground-based testing require a self-consistent set of accu-
ate material properties with well-defined uncertainties. Because
HTC components have to operate in environments from room

emperature to nearly 2000 ◦C (3630 ◦F), it is important that
ost UHTC properties be measured over this entire temperature

ange.
The purpose of this paper is to describe the material proper-

ies that are most important for UHTC component design and the
easons why. Section 2 provides a brief introduction to hyper-
onic aerothermodynamics; to understand why a UHTC material
ight be used in a hypersonic application, materials develop-

rs must have at least a basic understanding of the hypersonic
ight environment. Section 3 provides an overview of the design
rocess and how it is influenced by material property uncertain-

ies. Section 4 describes general materials information useful
or designers and analysts. Section 5 discusses specific material
roperties and how they influence the design and analysis of

Fig. 2. UHTC leading-edge thermal management concept.
an Ceramic Society 30 (2010) 2239–2251

he UHTC components. Section 6 provides a simple numerical
xample of how property uncertainties can impact the design
pace. Finally, Section 7 summarizes the conclusions and pro-
ides recommendations to UHTC material developers.

. Summary of hypersonic aerothermodynamics

The analysis, design, and testing of UHTC components is
riven by the hypersonic aerothermodynamic environment in
hich they are to be used. Generally, the term “hypersonic”

efers to speeds in excess of Mach 5, or more than five times
he speed of sound in the gas medium. Vehicles transiting an
tmosphere at hypersonic speeds are exposed to extreme con-
ective heating from high-enthalpy gas flowing past the vehicle.
n some flight regimes, radiative heating for hot gases can also
e important. This section serves as a brief introduction to the
undamental aspects of hypersonic flow.

.1. Shock and boundary layers

At hypersonic speeds, a bow shock forms in front of the
ose tip or WLE (Fig. 3). The stagnation point is the location
n the leading edge, facing directly into the flow. The shock
tandoff length defines the distance between the bow shock and
he stagnation point. Gases passing through the bow shock are
ompressed and increase in density, pressure, static enthalpy,
nd temperature. At sufficiently high enthalpies, the gas may
ecome dissociated and ionized. In air, dissociation means that
he N2 and O2 molecules break apart to become highly reactive

and O atoms. Because of their lower bond energy (5.1 eV vs.
.8 eV), O2 molecules dissociate at lower enthalpy levels than N2
olecules. The exothermic recombination of these atoms at the

urface can contribute significantly to the total aerothermal heat-
ng experienced by a component, depending on the particular
ight or test environment.

When the high-enthalpy gas formed in the bow shock
mpinges on the leading edge, a boundary layer forms along the
urface of the component (Fig. 3). The boundary layer region
s characterized by large temperature, momentum, and chemi-
Fig. 3. Hypersonic flow features.
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Fig. 4. Surface energy balance.

ip, regaining supersonic velocities. Boundary layer conditions
etermine local convective heating to the surface. Convective
eating is typically highest in the stagnation point region and
ecreases, often significantly, away from the stagnation point.

.2. Surface energy balance

The wall temperature on a hypersonic vehicle is determined
y an energy balance that accounts for all of the heat transfer
rocesses transporting energy into and out of the surface. Fig. 4
s a schematic of a steady-state energy balance at the surface,
onsidering convective heating from the boundary layer, chem-
cal heating from surface recombination reactions, re-radiation
nto the ambient environment, and conduction into the interior
f the material.

The sensible convective heat flux to the surface, q̇conv, can
e defined as a function of the gas enthalpy at the edge of the
oundary layer, he, the enthalpy of the gas at the wall, hw, and a
ransfer coefficient, CH. The expression for convective heat flux
an be written as:

˙conv = CH[he(Te) − hw(Tw)], (1)

here Te is the boundary layer edge gas temperature and Tw is
he temperature of the wall (surface).

The transfer coefficient is a function of the boundary layer
onditions, which are dependent on the free-stream conditions
speed, temperature, and pressure), the gas composition, and
he geometry of the leading edge. The transfer coefficient is
lso a function of whether the boundary layer flow is laminar or
urbulent. Turbulence can significantly increase the convective
eating to the surface. Hypersonic aircraft are usually metic-
lously designed to avoid turbulent flow and prevent laminar
oundary layers from becoming turbulent. The roughness of
he surface material can be a critical aspect of transition to
urbulence; this will be addressed in Section 5.

High levels of dissociated gases can be present in flight and
lso in the free streams of high-enthalpy test facilities, including
rcjets and inductively coupled plasma wind tunnels, such as the
lasmatron at the von Karman Institute for Fluid Dynamics in

elgium. The diffusion of these species to the surface, and their
xothermic heterogeneous reaction on or with the surface mate-
ial, can transfer additional energy to the surface. Gas–surface
hemical interactions can be quite complex, and approximate

t
e
t
a
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omputational models are almost always used. A simplified
odel of chemical heating that considers only independent oxy-

en and nitrogen surface recombination can be written as:

˙chem = γ ′
O (Tw)

�Edis,O2

2
ΓO + γ ′

N (Tw)
�Edis,N2

2
ΓN, (2)

here γ ′
i is the total catalytic recombination efficiency, Γ i is the

urface impingement flux for reactant species i, and �Edis,j is
he dissociation energy of product j. The total catalytic recombi-
ation efficiency (γ ′

i ) is the product of the species recombination
fficiency, γ , and the energy accommodation efficiency, β. The
pecies recombination efficiency (γ) is the fraction of colli-
ions with the surface that result in loss of the reactant from
he gas phase, and the energy accommodation efficiency (β) is
he fraction of exothermic reaction energy that is transferred to
he surface. For independent reactions γ ′, γ and β may all vary
rom a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 1. The surface impinge-
ent flux, Γ i, is typically taken as the gas kinetic expression
i

√
RTw/2πMi, where R is the universal gas constant, and ni

nd Mi are the number density and molar mass of the reactant,
espectively.

The re-radiation away from the surface is a function of
he wall temperature, the environment temperature, T∞, the
tefan–Boltzmann constant, σ, and the emissivity, ε, and can
e expressed by the Stefan–Boltzmann relationship:

˙rad = ε(Tw)σ[T 4
w − T 4

∞]. (3)

The emissivity may vary from 0 to 1; ε = 1 for a perfect
lackbody radiator.

Energy conduction into the interior is a function of the local
emperature gradient into the surface and the thermal conduc-
ivity, k, of the material through Fourier’s law:

˙cond = −k(Tw)
dT

dx

∣∣∣∣
w
. (4)

The steady-state surface energy balance equates the total
erothermal heating of the surface (q̇conv + q̇chem) to the energy
ransferred away from the surface (q̇rad + q̇cond):

CH[he(Te) − hw(Tw)] + γ ′
O(Tw)

�Edis,O2

2
ΓO

+ γ ′
N(Tw)

�Edis,N2

2
ΓN = ε(Tw)σ[T 4

w − T 4
∞] − k(Tw)

dT

dx

∣∣∣∣
w

(5)

The surface energy balance can be used to compute the sur-
ace temperature, given the conditions of the flow, environment,
nd material properties. The actual solution of the expression
s complicated by the fact that the properties of real materials,
uch as UHTCs, are functions of temperature. Moreover, Eq.
5) is a simplification of the more general case, which might
lso include radiation transfer to the surface from hot gases in

he shock layer, more complicated surface reactions, as well as
nergy storage effects associated with transient heating condi-
ions. Generally, the solution is part of a large numerical thermal
nalysis using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) programs
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nd involving multi-dimensional geometry and time-dependent
oundary conditions that are usually provided by an independent
olution of the flow field and boundary layer.

The significance of Eq. (5) for material scientists is that
he surface temperature experienced by a UHTC component
uring hypersonic flight or high-enthalpy flow testing is deter-
ined not only by the environment and vehicle or component

hape, but also by temperature-dependent material properties,
uch as emissivity, thermal conductivity, and catalytic efficiency
as well as absorbance and heat capacity in the more general
ase).

.3. Approximate analyses and estimates

Because of the coupled nature of the surface energy bal-
nce, complicated numerical analyses are typically required for
ccurate solutions. However, two approximate analyses are in
ommon use, particularly in the early stages of vehicle or mission
esign.

Hypersonic aerothermal environments are often quantified in
erms of a heat flux to the vehicle surface. For example, vehicle
esigners may specify that a candidate leading-edge material
ust sustain a particular peak stagnation point heating rate. The

ransfer coefficient and boundary layer edge temperature are
elatively insensitive to the thermal conditions at the wall and
re often predicted independent of the wall conditions, using
FD codes or engineering correlations, together with informa-

ion about the free-stream conditions and the nose tip or WLE
eometry. One common approximation for the aerothermal heat
ux is to ignore the surface energy balance and calculate heating
irectly from the left hand side of Eq. (5), assuming a fixed, low-
all temperature, typically 300 K, and fully catalytic behavior

γ ′ = 1).
The heat flux defined in this way is referred to as q̇fc,cw, a

fully catalytic cold-wall” heat flux. The advantage of this defi-
ition is that q̇fc,cw is only a function of the flow conditions (free
tream and geometry) and is completely independent of the sur-
ace thermal conditions. It provides a common reference point
or the comparison of different flow environments. In a sense,
he fully catalytic cold-wall heat flux represents the energy in
he environment that is potentially available to heat the surface.
sually, when aerospace engineers or aerothermodynamicists

efer to the “peak heat flux” in a hypersonic flight regime, they
re referencing to a fully catalytic, cold-wall value. The fully
atalytic, cold-wall heat flux is always higher than the corre-
ponding hot-wall flux in flight, as surface temperatures in flight
ill typically be much hotter than 300 K, and real materials are
ot fully catalytic.

The distinction between cold-wall and hot-wall heat flux
s also important when evaluating material performance in
round-test environments. For example, test conditions in arc-
et or Plasmatron wind tunnels are routinely characterized using
ater-cooled copper calorimeters, whose surface temperatures
emain near room temperature during the measurement.19,20

uch a measurement is essentially a cold-wall heat flux mea-
urement on a highly catalytic surface. The heat flux experienced
y the test specimen under the identical flow conditions will be

(
e
p
d

an Ceramic Society 30 (2010) 2239–2251

hot-wall heat flux, on a surface that is probably much less
atalytic than copper.

A second common approximation, useful for quickly estimat-
ng thermal response to a prescribed heat flux, is the “radiation
quilibrium temperature.” This approximation simplifies the sur-
ace energy balance by assuming negligible heat conduction
nto the material (q̇cond = 0) and a constant value for aerother-

al heat flux, often a fully catalytic, cold-wall heat flux value
btained as described above. With these assumptions, the energy
alance can be rearranged as an algebraic equation for Tw:

w = 4

√
q̇fc,cw

εσ
+ T 4∞. (6)

Since Eq. (6) ignores the effect of heat conduction into the
nterior, the radiation equilibrium temperature generally repre-
ents the maximum potential surface temperature for a given heat
ux condition, assuming a conservative (low) value of surface
missivity is used. The radiation equilibrium temperature can
e a valuable engineering level tool for quickly estimating ther-
al response and as a sanity check for validating computational

nalyses. However, the approximation of zero heat conduction
s generally not valid for materials with relatively high thermal
onductivities, such as metals or UHTCs. As discussed previ-
usly, high thermal conductivity is one of the enabling properties
f diboride-based UHTC materials, because it allows heat to be
rawn out of the stagnation region and re-radiated from a larger
urface area. Thus, a radiative equilibrium temperature may sig-
ificantly overestimate the steady-state surface temperature in
he stagnation point region of a sharp UHTC nose tip or WLE.

.4. Computational methods

Predicting the aerothermal conditions and material thermal
esponse of a UHTC component in a hypersonic vehicle design
sually requires the application of numerical computations.
ven for simple sphere–cone geometries, the flow conditions
nd thermal response are too complex to evaluate with direct
nalytical methods. In a real aerothermal flight environment, the
hermal conditions at the material surface and the boundary layer
onditions are interdependent. However, for dimensionally sta-
le (non-ablating, non-pyrolyzing) thermal protection systems,
his interaction is often weak, when compared to the effect that
he free-stream flow conditions and vehicle shape have on the
oundary layer. Under these conditions, it is preferable to per-
orm design computations in which the numerical analyses of
he flow conditions and the material thermal response are per-
ormed independently—and in which the interface between the
uid and solid regions is treated as a boundary condition in each
f the independent analyses.

NASA uses computational fluid dynamics programs, such
s the Data Parallel Line Relaxation (DPLR) program21 or
he Langley Aerothermodynamic Upwind Relaxation Algorithm

LAURA),22 to predict the flow conditions around a vehicle trav-
ling a particular flight trajectory through the atmosphere. These
rograms solve the Navier–Stokes equations and can predict the
ynamic, thermodynamic, and chemical conditions in the shock
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ayer and boundary layer, as well as provide the surface heat flux
s a boundary condition to the materials response model. Mate-
ial response analyses employ finite-difference, finite-volume,
r finite-element methods to perform computations as a func-
ion of transient heating. NASA Ames Research Center uses the
ommercial finite-element MSC.Marc package23,24 to predict
he transient surface and in-depth thermal response of UHTC
ose tip and WLE components. Other researchers have used the
ommercial codes ABAQUS,25 COMOS/M, COSTAR,26 and
NSYS27,28 to model UHTC thermal and mechanical response.
The complexity associated with the prediction of material

esponse along a flight trajectory is highly dependent on the
evel of coupling between the flow field and material analyses.
ecoupled solutions are obtained by setting surface tempera-

ures to either cold-wall or radiative equilibrium values in the
FD analyses and then using the computed transient convective
eating profile as a boundary condition to a material response
odel. In this approach, no material properties are required

or the flow field analysis, if the surface temperature is set to
n arbitrary cold-wall value, and only the surface emissivity
s required if the radiative equilibrium temperature assumption
s used. Although the radiation equilibrium temperature gener-
lly over predicts the actual surface temperature, the estimate is
sually much closer than assuming a cold-wall.

However, for sharp UHTC components, the combination of
igh thermal conductivity, multi-dimensional heat conduction,
nd significant volumetric heat capacity, often necessitates some
evel of coupling between the flow field and material response
omputations, in order to achieve time-accurate predictions for
emperature and stress in a transient aerothermal heating envi-
onment. Loose coupling is achieved by incrementing flow field
nd material response computations sequentially during each
ime step, while full coupling requires the iterative solution of
he flow field and material responses to satisfy the full sur-
ace energy balance during every time step. For trajectory-based
esign space studies, solution of the full Navier–Stokes equa-
ions is sometimes replaced by more approximate analytic-flow
orrelations and boundary layer solutions to make the compu-
ations more tractable.24 Requirements for the level of coupling
o achieve time-accurate solutions for UHTC components are
iscussed in the literature.24,29,30

. The design process and property uncertainty

Hypersonic vehicle designs are driven by mission objectives
hat demand certain performance criteria. Designers attempt to
ulfill these criteria in a constrained optimization process, adjust-
ng the shape and mass of a vehicle to achieve the desired
ight characteristics, while simultaneously remaining within
ounds imposed by the properties of available aerospace materi-
ls. Material property uncertainties, along with the variations or
ispersions in the other parameters, such as aerothermal heating
r aerodynamic loads, are used to define the design space, assess

he design against system requirements, and determine mar-
ins or factors of safety. Components and systems must “buy”
heir way onto a vehicle design by proving that they are lower
isks than competing systems. Reducing uncertainties in mate-

p
t
t
a
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ial properties reduces the risks in the design—risks associated
ith component failure, mission failure, or loss of the vehi-

le. The aerospace industry maintains standards that define the
esign process and the role that material properties play in that
rocess. NASA has developed its own standards for the design
nd assessment of spaceflight hardware and thermal protection
ystem design.31–34

An important early step in the design process is defining
nd selecting the specific set of material property values that
ill be used in analyses. The design team must evaluate differ-

nt data sources and select the data sets deemed most directly
pplicable and reliable for the given application. Often this step
ncludes down selection from a large property database, like
ASA’s TPSX Material Properties Database.35 The availability
nd quality of property uncertainties associated with different
ata sets is always a key criterion for this down-selection pro-
ess. At this stage, the lack of quality uncertainty information
r specific experimental data often dictates that new property
easurements be made.
Material property data are usually provided as either com-

iled statistical values, such as a mean and standard deviation
n a particular property, or as a set of data points from which the
tatistical values can be derived. It is typical for designers to use
ounding values of ±3 standard deviations (3σ) to define the
ispersions in the design. A large variation in a measured prop-
rty may mean that the 3σ values push some design parameters
eyond acceptable limits. Some specific approaches for the use
f property uncertainty data include performing sensitivity stud-
es, in which material properties are parameters that are varied
n a regular pattern to ascertain their effect on the thermal and

echanical response of the system. A common application of
his approach is to assess the system with a “worst-on-worst”
ombination of material properties and flight loads. Another
pproach uses a Monte Carlo simulation to run a large num-
er of analyses, randomly varying material properties and other
esign parameters based on their nominal values and standard
eviations.36 These analyses are very effective for identifying
he parameters that have the largest influence on the system
erformance.

. General material information

Before proceeding to a discussion of specific material prop-
rties used in design computations, it is helpful to outline the
eneral material information that designers and analysts need
hen developing hypersonic vehicles. This information is use-

ul in assessing the results of analyses or in determining the
otential applicability of a material.

.1. Sources of uncertainty

Multiple tests for the same material property usually yield
distribution of values, even for relatively easy-to-measure
roperties such as density. Designers need to know these dis-
ributions, in order to define bounding cases and dispersions in
he design space. Distributions in material properties arise from
variety of sources, including manufacturing variability, the use
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f different techniques to derive the same material property, and
nherent uncertainties in different measurements techniques.

No material manufacturing process is perfectly reproducible.
ot-to-lot variations are expected and tolerated (within certain

imits). UHTC materials are certainly no exception to this rule.
anufacturing processes, such as hot pressing of ceramic pow-

ers, are defined by a large number of variables that can only be
ontrolled within certain tolerances. Even under nominal pro-
essing conditions, acceptable material lots will have properties
hat vary about some average value. It is also common for mate-
ials manufactured in a pressing, molding, or casting process to
xhibit non-uniform material properties within a single billet.
uch non-uniformities can occur, for example, near surfaces,
ue to interactions with die or mold surfaces, or along direc-
ions aligned with the application of stresses or gravity that
ause segregation of constituents.12 It is important for materials
esearchers to quantify both inter-billet and intra-billet property
istributions.

Whenever possible, multiple material property measure-
ents should be made on specimens from the same billet or
anufactured from the same lot of starting material. Such data

re more valuable than properties measured on specimens from
ifferent starting billets or material lots, because they allow
aterial developers and vehicle designers to determine cor-

elations among material properties and to estimate trends in
anufacturing.
Consistency in test specimens is also important for any mate-

ial property derived from combinations of separate test data.
or example, the thermal conductivity is related to the density,
, specific heat, cp, and thermal diffusivity,α, by the relationship:

= αρcp. (7)

Thermal diffusivity is often measured directly at high tem-
erature using laser-flash techniques,37 but it is usually thermal
onductivity that is required as an input to thermal analysis pro-
rams. The thermal conductivity must then be derived from the
easurements of density, specific heat, and diffusivity, and if

hese properties are measured on unrelated samples, the calcu-
ation of thermal conductivity may result in inconsistent values
t best, or, even worse, significantly inaccurate values.

Many material properties can be measured with a variety
f experimental techniques. Often these techniques and their
ssociated data reduction procedures are quite different. For
xample, tensile modulus can be measured by acoustic tech-
iques or mechanical tests; fracture strength can be measured in
ension, compression, or bending geometries; thermal conduc-
ivity can be obtained directly using steady-state methods like
uarded hot-plate testing, or indirectly, by transient methods like
aser-flash or photothermal radiometry, which measure thermal
iffusivity.

It is important to describe or reference measurement methods
ell, so that informed judgments can be made and discrepan-
ies among different property values resolved. In this regard,
tandard measurement techniques, such as those defined by the
merican Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM), are desir-

ble, because both the measurement procedure and uncertainty

i
s
y
p

ig. 5. Scanning electron micrograph of a HfB2 UHTC composite containing
0 vol.% SiC; the light grains are HfB2 and the dark grains are SiC.

re defined in the standard. The use of nonstandard techniques
hould be avoided, whenever possible, because uncertainty is
ore difficult to assess.
In summary, the more information supplied to the designer

bout how a property was measured and what sources of
ncertainty are incorporated into quoted errors, the tighter the
esulting design space. Missing information inevitably forces
nalysts to assume conservative uncertainties that may vastly
xceed those that actually exist.

.2. Material morphology

UHTC materials are often referred to as monolithic and are
reated as having homogeneous properties. But a micrograph of
n HfB2-SiC UHTC sample (Fig. 5) clearly shows the compos-
te nature of the material. Microstructure significantly influences
he properties of a material through the distribution of differ-
nt material phases and the location and size of defects and
oids. Information about material microstructure can help ana-
ysts interpret the macroscopic performance of the material and
s particularly useful in understanding and predicting failure

odes.
An important aspect of material morphology is the intro-

uction of anisotropic material properties. Many aerospace
aterials, such as carbon fiber composites or rigid ceramic tile

nsulations, exhibit direction-dependent thermal and mechani-
al properties. Generally, these materials fall into two categories:
rthotropic materials with properties oriented in three mutually
rthogonal directions, and transverse isotropic materials, with
roperties oriented in two orthogonal directions, though-the-
hickness and in-plane. Most hot-pressed UHTCs are treated as
sotropic in analysis and design, but it is important for material
fy that the isotropic assumption is valid. Failure to incorporate
ignificant orthotropic or transverse isotropic properties in anal-
ses can lead to erroneous predictions of thermal and mechanical
erformance and, ultimately, poor component design.
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.3. Material use limits

Some material parameters are not measured directly, but are
etermined by material performance. Maximum temperature
imits and maximum stress limits are examples of such parame-
ers. Designers need to establish these limits based on an analysis
f a collection of material properties and behaviors.

Obviously, the extreme upper temperature limit is set by a
aterial’s melting point or eutectic temperature. However, a

ypersonic vehicle designer will never expect to use a material
p to that temperature. Instead, the designer needs to define a
ractical temperature limit beyond which the thermal, mechani-
al, and other properties are potentially degraded to such a point
hat the material can no longer perform its required function.
he material composition, although not used directly in design
omputations, can be useful information in defining capabilities
nd material limits. For example, if any of the material compo-
ents are susceptible to oxidation, it is important to know the
emperature at which oxidation rates become significant. Such
nformation would not be used directly in a computational anal-
sis, but may affect the operational limits of the vehicle or may
emand that components be coated with an oxidation barrier.

The mechanical performance constraints may be associated
ith more than one type of stress limit, depending on the mode
f loading: tensile, compressive, or shear. Maximum stress lim-
ts are usually obtained from mechanical failure data. While
he thermal and electrical properties of UHTC materials are
omewhat “metallic” in nature, the failure characteristics are
ore typical of the brittle fracture of a ceramic. Most frac-

ure strength data on UHTC materials are obtained in flexure
esting.10,12,38–42 UHTC fracture strengths tend to decrease with
ncreasing temperature.

Because it is difficult to perform failure-prediction analyses
f brittle materials, analysts generally perform standard mechan-
cal or thermal/mechanical analyses and then compare the
redicted stress results with experimentally measured mechani-
al strength values. For brittle materials, this may be in the form
f statistical data, such as the Weibull modulus.12,43 Designers
ill usually apply some factor of safety to the strength values

nd use those margined values for comparison with mechanical
nalyses. If mechanical strength data are not accurate or exten-
ive enough to generate robust statistics, the designers may be
equired to apply a higher factor of safety to cover the uncer-
ainty, which can lead to overly conservative designs.

In general, material developers need to provide enough accu-
ate material property data under sufficiently stressful testing
onditions so that proper use limits can be established to within
n acceptable uncertainty. Testing UHTC materials and compo-
ents at very high temperatures and past the point of failure are
mport aspects of material characterization.

.4. Properties not used in component analyses
There are many properties commonly reported for UHTC
aterials that are not directly useful for thermal or mechanical

nalyses. Some examples are hardness or microhardness5,12,44,45

racture toughness,10,39,41,46–49 and thermal shock

a

e
e
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arameters.5,11,50 These properties can be valuable indicators
or tracking processing-related changes and for optimizing
esired properties or capabilities in UHTC materials. They can
lso be helpful when screening candidate materials for particular
pplications and for assessing performance issues, such as dam-
ge resistance during handling or shipping. However, properties
ike hardness, fracture toughness, and thermal shock resistance,
re of marginal importance in design computations, as their
umerical values are never input directly into any analyses.

. Specific material properties

The design and analysis of UHTC components for hypersonic
pplications ultimately require numerical values of specific
hysical, thermal, mechanical, and surface properties. The
mportant material properties discussed below appear directly in
ither boundary conditions like Eq. (5) or in governing equations
or heat transfer and mechanical equilibrium. Some examples
f governing equations for an isotropic material are the energy
onservation equation:

cp
∂T

∂t
= ∂

∂x

(
k
∂T

∂x

)
+ ∂

∂y

(
k
∂T

∂y

)
+ ∂

∂z

(
k
∂T

∂z

)
, (8)

hich relates the energy storage rate to heat flux gradients within
material, and Hooke’s law:

εxx

εyy

εzz

εyz

εzx

εxy

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

= 1

E

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 −ν −ν 0 0 0

−ν 1 −ν 0 0 0

−ν −ν 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 + ν 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 + ν 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 + ν

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

σxx

σyy

σzz

σyz

σzx

σxy

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

, (9)

hich relates the elastic strains, εij, and stresses, σij, within a
aterial through the tensile modulus, E, and the Poisson’s ratio,

.
Because UHTC materials in hypersonic vehicle applications

re required to operate at very high temperatures, designers
nd analysts will require that most of the properties discussed
elow be provided as a function of temperature over the entire
emperature range of interest. Measuring material properties at
igh temperatures is always difficult and sometimes impossi-
le. In such cases, material developers should provide estimates
f high-temperature properties based on engineering judgment,
imilarity with other materials, or extrapolation of existing data.

hatever approach is used, an estimate of the uncertainty or
rror in the high-temperature properties should also be provided.

.1. Physical properties

The most important physical properties for UHTC materials

re the density and the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE).

Density appears as a first-order term in the governing
quations for thermal and dynamic mechanical response (for
xample, vibration). Because variations in density have a large
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ffect on the thermal and dynamic mechanical performance of
omponents, material developers should provide as accurate a
alue as possible with as tight a tolerance as possible. It should
e possible to make individual density measurements with mea-
urement errors less than 1%. Density also determines the mass
weight) of a component, which is always a critical aspect of the
esign. UHTC materials are much denser than typical aerospace
aterials, such as carbon composites or aluminum alloys, and
anaging the total and distributed mass of a vehicle is one of

he most important functions of the designer. Typical designs
or UHTC wing leading edges and nose tips require very little
aterial, due to the high temperature capability and high ther-
al conductivity. Additionally, the location of the high density
HTCs at the forward end of the vehicle can have the beneficial

ffect of moving the center of gravity further forward, which
ften results in better aerodynamic stability.

Most materials exhibit changes in density as a function of
emperature associated with thermal expansion. The effects of
ensity changes on heat transfer performance are usually neg-
igible. In the analysis of thermo-mechanical responses, the
hermal expansion behavior of a material is typically incorpo-
ated in the linear coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE). The
TE is a critical material property. Local thermal expansion
ithin a UHTC component can produce large internal strains and

tresses, particularly under conditions that cause rapid tempera-
ure changes. Differential thermal expansion between a UHTC
omponent and a neighboring material can cause undesirable
ontact stresses. Thermally induced stresses often limit the size
nd shape of a UHTC component. When predicted thermal
tresses approach maximum allowable stress limits, conditions
or thermal shock failure exist and components may have to
e redesigned to dissipate heat more effectively. This generally
eans making smaller UHTC components with lower aspect

atios. For non-isotropic materials, the CTE must be provided
n each of the primary material directions.

The CTE is usually derived from measurements of the elon-
ation of a material at elevated temperatures. Because the CTE
s the first derivative, or slope, of the curve of elongation versus
emperature, measurements must be performed with sufficient
esolution to extract this derivative, without introducing undesir-
ble artifacts into the CTE values. The CTE can also be obtained
or pure crystalline materials using X-ray diffraction techniques
o measure changes in lattice constants with temperature. Often
he thermal expansion behavior over a large temperature range
s non-linear and must be defined by several average CTE val-
es over sequential temperature intervals. Typical CTE values
or ZrB2 and HfB2 composites lie in the 5–8 × 10−6 K−1 range,
ith the higher values found at higher temperatures.11,12,48,49,51

.2. Thermal properties

The most important thermal properties for UHTC mate-
ials are the specific heat and the thermal conductivity.

oth properties appear as first-order terms in the governing
onservation-of-energy equation.

The specific heat can have a large effect on the transient
hermal response of a UHTC component during heating or cool-

i
P

an Ceramic Society 30 (2010) 2239–2251

ng. Specific heat is generally a strong function of temperature
or UHTC materials, particularly from room temperature up to
1000 ◦C. For example, the specific heat of HfB2 increases

y about a factor of two over this temperature range.52 While
pecific heat values for composite materials can be estimated
rom measurements performed on isolated constituents, values
easured directly on the actual material are much preferred.
ample volumes used in calorimetry are often small. For UHTC
omposites, it is important to ensure that the samples used for
pecific heat measurements accurately reflect the composition
f the bulk material. During high-temperature calorimetry, the
bsence of chemical reactions between UHTC constituents and
ample containers must be verified.

Thermal conductivity exerts a dominant effect on heat
ransfer and coupled thermo-mechanical responses and is a
articularly important property for sharp UHTC leading-edge
omponents, as the ability to conduct heat away from sharp edges
s an enabling characteristic. In general, thermal conductivity
an be directionally dependent. If a material exhibits anisotropic
ehavior, analysts will require thermal conductivity values for
ll of the primary material orientations.

UHTC materials exhibit thermal conductivities with a
ide range of magnitudes and a variety of temperature
ependencies.3,52 Because the thermal conductivity of UHTC
omposites depends on many different factors, including
icrostructure, composition, defect and impurity levels, contact

esistance between grains, and porosity, values cannot be esti-
ated with any confidence from published data or measurements

erformed on individual constituents. Even nominally similar
HTC composites may not have the same heat transport charac-

eristics, because the factors that affect thermal conductivity are
argely determined by manufacturing details, for example, the
aw ceramic powders sources, powder processing procedures,
nd hot-pressing schedules.12,52 Thus thermal conductivities
ver the entire temperature range of interest must be measured
or the exact UHTC material to be used in a particular component
pplication.

Since most high-temperature thermal conductivity values are
ctually derived from thermal diffusivity measurements (as pre-
iously described), it is important that the specific heat and
ensity values required to extract thermal conductivity from
hermal diffusivity be measured on the same lot of UHTC

aterial, preferably the same test specimen, if possible. Typ-
cal uncertainties reported for direct UHTC thermal property

easurements are ±3% for specific heat,13,53,54 ±5% for ther-
al diffusivity,13,53 and ±5% for thermal conductivity.55 These

ncertainties are associated with measurement technique and
he consistency of repeated measurements on the same sample
nd do not include multiple sample statistics. Note also that if
hermal conductivity is calculated from k = αρcp, uncertainties
n the contributing properties combine and propagate.

.3. Mechanical properties
The primary mechanical properties required for analyses of
sotropic UHTC components are the tensile modulus and the
oisson’s ratio. Both appear as first-order terms in the governing
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tatic equations. For isotropic materials, the shear modulus, G,
an be calculated from the tensile modulus and Poisson’s ratio as
= E/[2(1 + ν) and does not have to be independently specified.
The tensile modulus (also called the Young’s modulus or elas-

ic modulus) has a large effect on the mechanical response of the
omponent. Ideally, tensile modulus values are derived from the
lope (or first derivative) of a material’s stress–strain curve under
niaxial tension in the elastic loading regime. However UHTC
aterials have very limited ductility, and their tensile moduli are

lmost always either measured by acoustic methods or derived
rom experimental stress–strain curves obtained during flexure
esting. The flexure method was found to produce somewhat
ower (by ∼15%) values for some UHTC materials than the
ensile and acoustic methods.3,56

Tensile modulus values can be used directly in mechanical
nalyses, but it is often more accurate to incorporate the actual
tress–strain relationship. Most analytical software packages
an handle inputs of either type. Incorporating the experimental
tress–strain curve is particularly advantageous for materials that
xhibit non-linear elastic response or for when the experimental
tress–strain curve contains plastic strain contributions deemed
mportant for a particular application. Non-linear, elastic defor-

ation behaviors are observed for some UHTC materials at
levated temperatures.3,40–42,57 The tensile modulus magni-
ude tends to decrease with increasing temperature. Accurate
emperature-dependent modulus data are desirable, but difficult
o measure. In practice, if the expected thermal and load envi-
onments combine to push a UHTC component into a highly
on-linear or highly temperature-dependent mechanical prop-
rty regime, a redesign of the component or system is likely.

The Poisson’s ratio is defined as the ratio of lateral contrac-
ion to axial extension under uniaxial loading. It can be measured
uring a uniaxial tensile test or by acoustic methods. Although
he Poisson’s ratio does not often have a large influence on the

agnitude of predicted stresses and strains in a component, it
an significantly affect the distribution and orientation of those
tresses and strains. This is particularly important when mod-
ling three-dimensional sharp components subjected to large
emperature gradients. Typical values for metals are around 0.3;
HTC materials generally have lower Poisson’s ratios, in the
.1–0.2 range at room temperature.10,11,39 The Poisson’s ratio
oes not tend to be highly temperature dependent for real mate-
ials, so analysts do not usually require temperature-dependent
alues.

The number of mechanical properties that must be measured
ncreases rapidly with anisotropy. For transverse isotropic mate-
ials, two tensile moduli, two Poisson’s ratios, and one shear
odulus are required, and for orthotropic materials, three ten-

ile moduli, three Poisson’s ratios, and three shear moduli are
equired. As with the tensile modulus, it is desirable to define
he temperature-dependent behavior of the shear modulus, but
stimates of that behavior are often good enough.
.4. Surface properties

The three most important surface properties for UHTC mate-
ials are the emissivity (or emittance), the catalytic efficiency,

d
d
s
γ
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nd the surface roughness. The first two properties enter into
he surface energy balance, while the third influences laminar-
o-turbulent transitions in the boundary layer flow.

In the general case, emissivity is a function of wavelength,
mission direction, and temperature. The total hemispherical
missivity – a value averaged over all wavelengths and emis-
ion directions – is required in the surface energy balance.
ecause emissivity acts as a multiplicative coefficient to the
tephan–Boltzmann radiation function, it has a large effect on

he ability of the surface to reject heat, and thus, on the steady-
tate surface temperature reached by a component. The total
emispherical emissivity can be a strong function of temper-
ture; so temperature-dependent emissivity values are usually
equired. Direct measurements of hemispherical emissivity at
levated temperatures are difficult, and few such data are avail-
ble in the literature for UHTC materials. The measurements
f Scatteia et al.58,59 for ZrB2–15SiC–2MoSi2, ZrB2–15SiC,
nd ZrB2–15SiC–10HfB2 composites are a notable exception.
missivity values ranged from 0.49 to 0.81, depending on mate-

ial composition, temperature, machining method, and ambient
xygen environment. Scatteia et al.58,59 assign errors of ±5% to
heir measurements.

Often temperature-dependent emissivity values are estimated
rom room-temperature hemispherical spectral reflectance
easurements.60 We use optical relations for an opaque solid

nd Kirchhoff’s law to obtain spectral emissivity from the
easured spectral reflectance and then average the spectral

missivity over the Planck function at different temperatures
o compute temperature-dependent total emissivity values. It is
ifficult to assign rigorous uncertainties to this process.

An in situ emissivity measurement can be made during test-
ng in high-enthalpy facilities by simultaneous one-color and
wo-color radiometry, wherein the surface temperature is deter-

ined by the two-color measurement, and the emissivity is
erived from the one-color measurement, using the known sur-
ace temperature. A value of 0.9 was reported by Monteverde
nd Savino61 for ZrB2–15SiC samples, using this technique.
owever, this emissivity is a directional value appropriate for the
avelength band of the one-color radiometer and cannot be used

n the energy balance without introducing major uncertainty.
Design computations often assume that all atoms reaching

he surface recombine (full catalytic recombination) and that all
f the exothermic energy is released to the surface (full energy
ccommodation). These assumptions are extremely conservative
or flight and can be very unrealistic when applied in analyses
f ground tests. Temperature-dependent species recombination
fficiencies for some UHTC materials have been measured
n laboratory experiments.58,59,62 Maximum values of γ ∼= 0.1
ere reported for oxygen atom recombination by Scatteia et al.59

n ZrB2–15SiC and ZrB2–15SiC–10HfB2 materials at 1800 K,
ndicating less than fully catalytic behavior. Scatteia et al.58,59

ssigned an uncertainty of ±30% to their species recombination
oefficient measurements. The total catalytic efficiency γ ′ can be

erived from heat flux and surface temperature measurements
uring arcjet or Plasmatron tests using CFD models.60,63 At
imilar surface temperatures, Marschall et al.60 found values of
′ ∼= 0.001–0.002 for ZrB2–30SiC surfaces during Plasmatron
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locations of the highest tensile stresses.

Fig. 8 shows how the magnitude of the predicted maximum
principal stress is changed by dispersions about the nominal

Table 1
Nominal UHTC material properties used in analysis.12,43,52.

Property Value

Density (kg/m3) 9520
CTE (K−1) 5.96 × 10−6

Specific heat (J/(kg K)) 270 (295 K) to 500 (2000 K)
248 T.H. Squire, J. Marschall / Journal of the E

xposure, which seems to indicate that energy accommodation
s also not complete. Marschall et al. demonstrated that the
ncertainty in deriving γ ′ by this approach can reach an order
f magnitude and is greatly affected by the value of surface
missivity assumed in the analysis.

The surface roughness of the material can have profound
ffects on the boundary layer flow. Hypersonic vehicles with
harp nose tips and WLEs are designed to operate in laminar
ow environments. If the laminar boundary layer should “trip”
nd become turbulent, the convective heating to the surface
an increase dramatically. CFD tools employ analytical models
nd empirical correlation methods to predict roughness-induced
ransitions from laminar to turbulent flow and the induced tur-
ulent surface heating. These correlations typically make use of
average” roughness heights,64–66 derived from experimental
istributions of roughness height and the peak-to-peak distance.
odels that predict laminar-to-turbulent flow transitions only

equire the average distributed roughness height of the surface
s an input. Once the flow has become turbulent, any large-
cale surface roughness that rises above the laminar sublayer in
he boundary layer can further augment the turbulent heating.

odels to predict this augmented heating typically require the
verage peak-to-valley roughness height and the lateral spacing
etween the large roughness elements.

Note that surface properties can be strongly influenced by
anufacturing techniques and tolerances, so that these proper-

ies should be measured on UHTC surfaces prepared in a similar
anner as the prospective component. Additionally, exposure to
high-enthalpy flow can produce significant changes in the sur-

ace topology, microstructure, and chemical composition, as the
esult of oxidation reactions, volatilization processes, and phase
hanges. Therefore, emissivity, catalytic behavior, and surface
oughness should be measured on both virgin materials and sam-
les that have been exposed to surface heating conditions similar
o those expected during flight. This is another reason why the
se of arcjet and Plasmatron testing is critical to understanding
he performance of UHTC components. To date, little research
as been reported in the literature on the catalytic behavior, emis-
ivity, and surface roughness of UHTC materials as a function
f machining methods or environmental exposure.58,59,62

. Computational example

To present a simple computational example illustrating the
ffects of property variations on the thermal and mechanical
esponse of a UHTC component, we performed finite-element
nalyses on a representative WLE section exposed to a constant
onvective heat flux distribution. This distribution is based on
worst-case estimate of reentry conditions for a winged crew

ransfer vehicle.67 The WLE cross-section is a cylinder-wedge
onfiguration with a nose radius of 1 mm, a half angle of 5.6◦
nd an overall length of the 76.2 mm (3 in.). Fig. 6 shows the

LE cross-section and the applied heat flux as a function of

tream length coordinate (the distance along the surface starting
t the stagnation point).

Transient solutions for the UHTC thermal and mechanical
esponse to heating were obtained using MSC.Marc, a com-

T
T
P
E

ig. 6. Cross-section of model UHTC WLE and applied heat flux distribution.

ercial fully non-linear finite-element analysis package. The
nite-element grid was three-dimensional and used 28640 8-
oded, bi-linear elements. The UHTC surface was allowed to
e-radiate energy to an environment at 300 K. A node at the
ft end of the WLE model was fixed to prevent rigid body
ovement; the rest of the model was then allowed to expand

nd contract without constraint. The mechanical analyses were
uasi-static—at each time step the strain was predicted, based
n the CTE and current temperature distribution. Table 1 shows
he nominal physical, thermal, mechanical, and surface proper-
ies for a monolithic hot-pressed HfB2/SiC composite used in
he analyses.12,43,52

Fig. 7a–d shows temperature, principal total strain maxima,
rincipal tensile stress maxima, and shear stress maxima con-
ours at the peak tensile stress time during heating (∼7 s after
pplication of the heat flux). While the strain contours follow the
emperature contours closely, the coupled thermal/mechanical
nalysis reveals very different spatial distributions for tem-
erature and stress in a complex three-dimensional part. The
ocations of the highest principal tensile stresses are not in the
tagnation region of leading edge, which sees the highest heat
ux and experiences the highest surface temperatures, but rather

n the interior of the wedge away from the leading edge and the
ateral wedge faces. The highest shear stresses occur at the sides
f WLE towards the leading edge and do not coincide with the
hermal conductivity (W/(m K)) 130 (295 K) to 71 (2000 K)
ensile modulus (GPa) 530 (295 K) to 180 (2000 K)
oisson’s ratio 0.14
missivity 0.9
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Fig. 7. Contours of (a) temperature, (b) principal total strain maxima, (c) princi-
pal tensile stress maxima, and (d) shear stress maxima, at the time of peak stress
during heating, about 7 s after application of the heat flux.

Fig. 8. Predicted maximum principal stress as a function of thermal conductivity
and CTE varied about their nominal values. The center black symbol locates the
maximum predicted stress (334 MPa) for the nominal property values; the inner
black box is the maximum stress boundary for σ = ±5%; the outer black box
is the corresponding 3σ (±15%) boundary; the black symbol on the upper left
corner of the 3σ boundary locates the maximum predicted stress (413 MPa) for
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he worst-case combination of property values.

hermal conductivity and CTE values. In these computations,
ll other material properties were held fixed. The peak tensile
tress for the nominal thermal conductivity and CTE value is
34 MPa. The highest peak stresses are found for combinations
f low thermal conductivity and large CTE, as expected. A stan-
ard deviation of σ = ±5% would not be unreasonable for either
roperty, and the inner white box shows the boundaries of pos-
ible peak stress solutions for this level of uncertainty. The outer
hite box shows the boundaries for a corresponding 3σ analysis,

s might be done by a vehicle designer. Obviously, a much larger
ange of possible peak stress solutions is accessed in a 3σ analy-
is, since the magnitude of the reported uncertainty is amplified,
nd it becomes much more likely that a critical maximum stress
evel is exceeded.

For brittle materials like UHTCs, statistical failure criteria are
ften associated with the volume of material stressed beyond a
ertain limit.43 Fig. 9 plots the volume fractions of the UHTC

LE that exceed different levels of maximum principal ten-
ile stress, for the nominal properties, and for the worst-case
σ combination found in Fig. 8 (that is, a conductivity ratio
f 0.85 and a CTE ratio of 1.15). The volume of WLE mate-
ial in which the stress level exceeds 300 MPa increases by
450%, going from the nominal to the worst-case combination

f properties.
Note that coincident unfavorable changes in properties that
ave been held at nominal values in this analysis — in partic-
lar a higher tensile modulus and emissivity — could push the
aximum stress magnitudes and the volume fractions exceeding

ertain stress levels significantly higher.
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ig. 9. The volume fraction of the UHTC WLE exceeding different levels of
aximum principal tensile stress, for nominal properties and for the worst-case
σ combination (conductivity ratio of 0.85 and CTE ratio of 1.15) in Fig. 8.

. Conclusions

The design and analysis of UHTC components in hyper-
onic applications requires a complete set of accurate material
roperties, along with associated uncertainties and support-
ng information. Some key aspects that make UHTC property

easurements more useful for analysts and designers are sum-
arized below:

The temperature dependence of material properties is always
desired, but is especially critical for thermal conductivity, spe-
cific heat, emissivity, tensile modulus and thermal expansion
coefficient (CTE).
Measurement techniques should be referenced to standard
tests, whenever possible.
Measurements should always be reported with well-defined
errors (that is, an explicit statement of what the error rep-
resents: technique, repeat measurements, sample-to-sample
variability, and so forth).
Isotropy and homogeneity of UHTC materials should be con-
firmed; failing that, the orientation of test specimens relative
to the manufacturing process should be stated.

Material developers should strive to work closely with the
pplication developers to deliver the best material property infor-
ation possible. High fidelity material properties, together with
ell-defined uncertainties, statistically significant data sets, and

upporting information, lead to more accurate performance pre-
ictions and a tighter design space.
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